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In the BMW was named one of 25 finalists for Car of the Century by a worldwide panel of
automotive journalists. Frank Pratt won the Australian Grand Prix driving a After the Second
World War , the manufacturing plant in Eisenach where the had been built found itself in the
Soviet occupation zone , and automobile manufacturing in Eisenach would follow a
state-directed path until German Reunification in Fiedler, the BMW engineer, was persuaded to
come, too. Bristol Cars was set up to build complete cars, called Bristols, and would also
supply engines to Frazer Nash for all their post-war cars. The first Bristol car, the , was heavily
based on the BMW plans. This Bristol engine was also an option in AC cars , before the Cobra.
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Recently Searched. The secret to the success of the was down to two major factors â€” weight
and power. The designers Rudolf Schleicher and Fritz Fiedler created a lightweight tubular
frame with two longitudinal tubes that had an A-frame shape when viewed from above â€” the
rear being wider than the front. This allowed the independent front suspension to be fitted, and
accommodated the live axle leaf spring rear. The engine used in the BMW is famous for
catching people out at car shows, it looks a lot like a twin cam straight 6, however its actually a
pushrod unit with steeply angled valves and hemispherical combustion chambers. A set of
triple Solex 30 JF downdraft carburetors were installed between the valve covers and the
exhaust exits out the right side into twin sets of 3-into-1 headers. The sweeping aluminum alloy
bodywork is made possible in part by the Superleggera structure â€” essentially a frame of steel
tubes onto which thin gauge aluminum panels are attached. Silodrome was founded by Ben
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Cars. Cars Classic Cars French. The prewar era produced no small number of glorious
competition machines from the likes of Bugatti, Bentley, Mercedes-Benz, and Alfa-Romeo; these
were powerful cars possessed with incredible performance, but also incredible complexity and
often unpredictable temperament. Onto this scene raced the BMW Meticulously engineered,
lightweight, well-balanced, and surprisingly user-friendly in a time when that quality was rarely
applied to racing cars, the debuted in and quickly established a winning reputationâ€”and, with
its forward-looking approach to performance, put offerings from better-established marques on
notice. Initially solely a manufacturer of motorcycles and aero engines, BMW only entered
automobile production in after acquiring the German firm Dixi, which was already building
licensed versions of the four-cylinder Austin 7. In , BMW began developing its first proprietary
inline six-cylinder engine, which was initially produced as a 40 horsepower, 1. Undergoing
gradual enlargement over the next few years, the motor received its most important upgrade in

with the application of a new hemispherical head with lateral inclined intake valves and
crossover push-rods for the exhaust. These innovations easily lifted power to 80 horsepower,
notably making the motor one of very few that doubled its initial output capabilities and was
considered very advanced for the day. Now displacing nearly two liters, the hemi-headed engine
was dropped into a lightweight two-seat roadster built around a tube-frame chassis with an
independent front wishbone suspension. While of a smaller scale, the factory coachwork was
stylish yet more aerodynamic than any of the roadsters concurrently produced at Sindelfingen
or Molsheim. These successes were followed by a three-car team entry at Le Mans in which
finished 5th, 7th, and 9th , and outright dominance at the shortened Mille Miglia, where team
cars finished 1st and 3rd and privateers finished 5th and 6th. By this time, the could be tuned to
reach 60 mph from a standstill in 8. British BMW importer and privateer H. Aldington was once
clocked hitting mph at Brooklands. Bristol-built and upgraded motors soon became a favorite of
British club racers, powering a spate of chassis from ERA, Connaught, and Cooper. Today, the
is overwhelmingly considered the most important and collectable pre-war BMW, claiming
innovation in engineering and styling, and a lengthy pedigree of world-class competition
successes. This late-production is very well known among historic racing enthusiasts, having
been a regular participant at vintage events for several decades. This routine was maintained by
its next caretakers, who purchased the in and spent many hours over the following two decades
participating in vintage tours and races, including several runnings of the California Mille and
the Colorado Grand. Greatly enjoyed and consistently maintained over the last 35 years, this
BMW is documented with service and restoration invoices dating to It features a proper period
BMW engine in configuration, rebuilt by expert Shawn Thomas, complete with later updates for
improved power and reliability. Notably, it has been equipped with a lovely Volvo synchromesh
gearbox though a period-correct BMW gearbox is included with the car. As one of only
examples produced, and one of far fewer roadsters that remain in competitive racing condition,
this rare represents a rare opportunity for any collector with an eye out for a sorted pre-war
event carâ€”in this case an iconic model in its most user-friendly form. User Contact Media.
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